Left ventricle segmentation via graph cut distribution matching.
We present a discrete kernel density matching energy for segmenting the left ventricle cavity in cardiac magnetic resonance sequences. The energy and its graph cut optimization based on an original first-order approximation of the Bhattacharyya measure have not been proposed previously, and yield competitive results in nearly real-time. The algorithm seeks a region within each frame by optimization of two priors, one geometric (distance-based) and the other photometric, each measuring a distribution similarity between the region and a model learned from the first frame. Based on global rather than pixelwise information, the proposed algorithm does not require complex training and optimization with respect to geometric transformations. Unlike related active contour methods, it does not compute iterative updates of computationally expensive kernel densities. Furthermore, the proposed first-order analysis can be used for other intractable energies and, therefore, can lead to segmentation algorithms which share the flexibility of active contours and computational advantages of graph cuts. Quantitative evaluations over 2280 images acquired from 20 subjects demonstrated that the results correlate well with independent manual segmentations by an expert.